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Gamma Rays

 4Part 1:   Intro & Techniques



energetic (elementary) particles
from space  (Sun, Milky Way, distant galaxies)

bombard Earth continuously.

Energies from    MeV …. >1020 eV

Astro-Particles

most relativistic particles
in the Universe

Astrophysics with photons and particles. 

Particle physics with probes of astrophysical origin.
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1 eV = 1.6 x10-19 J



+  can be accelerated in electric fields 
–  are deflected in magnetic fields

+  move in straight lines
–  secondary particles

What are these cosmic particles?

      must be stable   (to survive travel to us)

He ν
γ

Fe

p

...

e

electrically charged neutral

...

photons, light

neutrinos

other astro particles:  dark matter
 ...  not in this talk.

 (good for
 astronomy)

Cosmic Rays
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meV ... eV ... keV ... MeV ... GeV ... TeV ... PeV ... EeV ... ZeV

10-3 ...  1  ... 103   ... 106    ... 109   ... 1012  ... 1015  ... 1018  ... 1021 eV

IR

charged:  p, He, ....  Fe, ...       completely ionised nuclei
electrons 

Neutrinos:

Photons: astronomy

the range of

astroparticle 

physics

non-thermal processes

Energy scale:
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p, He, ... Fe
π±

π0

µ± + νµ

e± + νe+ νµ

γγ

Cosmic rays,  gamma rays and neutrinos
come likely from the same sources

difficult  

to detect

only  

charged particles 

can be accelerated  

in el.mag. fields

react
ions 

with fields, 

gas
, dust
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e

easy to detect

γ,ν 
point back to sources
     (good for astronomy)
but serious backgrounds

γ

but gamma rays are currently 
the most “productive” messengers.

“multi-messenger astrophysics”

Synchrotron 
in B fields,
inverse Compton



The highest-energy particles come 
from the most violent environments

(physics in extreme conditions)

The highest-energy CRs, γ and ν 
come likely from the same sources.

Cosmic accelerators
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The Universe is opaque to photons for ¼ of the spectrum 

 
 

The energy frontier 
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Cosmic particle spectra

1 particle per m2 sec

Ankle

1 particle per km2 yr

Knee

1 particle per m2 yr
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km2 century

c

ν

CRs

steeply falling spectra,
low fluxes at high energies

require huge detectors

γ
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> 100 ≈ 3 yrs≈ 1 m2

for satellite expts.
small,
given by nature

Nevts = flux x area x time

Detector size limits the smallest measurable fluxes.

in general: for all particle types

the higher the energy,
the lower the flux 

  
the lower the flux,
the larger the required detectors
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Large, natural volumes become 
part of our detectors:

atmosphere, 
ice shields, 
oceans,  
... instrument (sparsely)

to record secondaries
produced by 
particle interactions

understand / monitor
the “target”
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primary particle:   E, type, θ, φ

indirect measurement:
extensive showers

(in air, ice, water, …)

Energy:     shower size 

Direction: timing

Type: shower shape &

particle contents

measure the shower 
to identify the primary
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seriousbackgrounds

CRs:  each CR makes an air shower,  easy to detect
(difficult to identify the primary)

γ :   each γ makes an air shower,  easy to detect

 (but 100 -10000 x more CRs, separate them from γ)

ν:  only very few ν interact in/near detector, 

high-energy  e, μ, τ  make showers in ice
  (but many atmospheric neutrinos from CR interactions)
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astrophysical ν
(dominant at high energies)

atmospheric ν

cosmic
gamma rays
(pointing back at source)

cosmic
nuclei 
(diffuse)

Backgrounds

10000x more abundant
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Interactions of 
radiation with 

matter

Charged and neutral particles:

How to detect them?
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Interactions of Radiation with MatterInteractions of Radiation with Matter

Detection of an object relies always on its "interaction" with

a detector ! e.g. vision: photon absorbed in the eye

hearing: sound wave absorbed in ear

liquid level: liquid changes capacitance

....

Particles: let them ionise atoms & record ionisation charge
(mostly electromagnetic interaction, atomic physics)

charged particles (e±, µ ±, p, π±, He++, ...):
ionisation, bremsstrahlung, multiple scattering

Cherenkov & transition radiation

photons:
photo effect, Compton effect, pair production

neutrons:
collision and recoil, n-capture

This is the basis of all particle detection.
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NPE, Lect. 10-11, J Knapp, Physics and Astronomy, U of Leeds

Ionisation

charged particle (m, Z.e, v) "hits" electron in an atomic shell

with its electrical field

e

M, ze, v
time

fi
e
ld

Electron feels kick and gains energy, which comes from the passing particle.

maximum velocity: ve ≤ v for M » me

transfer of Ekin to one electron =

If energy transfer > binding energy, then the electron is released from the atom

and a free electron-ion pair is produced.

Ionisation processes happen very often and the average over many

gives the total energy loss of the projectile.

z2e4

8 me π
2 ε 0

2 b2 v2

impact

parameter b

at position

of electron
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NPE, Lect. 10-11, J Knapp, Physics and Astronomy, U of Leeds

Ionisation (cont'd)

2 me c2 β2 γ 2 Tmax

I2
dE

dx

Z

A

1

β2

1

2
= K z2 ln - β2 -

δ

2
-

Ionisation (cont'd)

Bethe-Bloch formula:

average energy loss (in units of MeV/(g cm-2)) of a charged particle (z, β, γ )

in a medium (Z, A, I, δ )

x is pathlength in g/cm2, i.e. independent of density

small dependence on projectile mass M through Tmax

(T
max

= = max. kin. energy transfer)

in most materials (except H) particles have very similar energy losses

(due to Z/A ≈ 0.5 , for H : Z/A ≈ 1)

dependence on density (via density correction δ )

dependent on z2 and β-2 only

broad minimum at p/M = βγ = 3 ... 3.5 for z = 7 ... 100

(particles close to minimum: minimum ionising particles, MIPs)

below minimum: -dE/dx ~ β-2 (~ 1/Ekin)

above minimum: -dE/dx ~ ln γ 2 slow, logarithmic rise

2 me c2β2 γ 2

1 + 2 γ me/M + (me/M)2
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NPE, Lect. 10-11, J Knapp, Physics and Astronomy, U of Leeds

The Bethe - Bloch Formula

for energy loss of charged particles in matter
 21



logarithmic rise: electric field relativistically compressed,

reaches further out to ionise more atoms

at rest v ≈ c

saturation: atoms shield field in larger distances (density effect)

universal curve: = f(v) for (almost) all particles/materials

fluctuations: ionisation is statistical process; Ncollisions and dE/dx vary

deflection: depends on projectile mass: less for heavy particles (like p)

more for light ones (like e)

Applications: if Ekin known, dE/dx ~ z2 is sensible measure for z

(dE/dx)min ≈ 2 z2 MeV/(gcm-2) also good z measurement

if particle stopped, energy measurement

-dE/dx

z2
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Ionisation tracks seen in photographic emulsions

as function of Z of the particle.

Z = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 14 20 22 26
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dE/dx for different nuclei

22 = 4

62 = 36

202 = 400

262 = 676
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distance from end of track

dE/dx
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NPE, Lect. 10-11, J Knapp, Physics and Astronomy, U of Leeds

another energy loss mechanism for charged particles

Radiation is always emitted when charges are accelerated (or decelerated)

(imagine as transition between unbound states)

in magnetic fields: synchrotron radiation

in static electrical fields: bremsstrahlung
(e.g. field of a nucleus) (= braking radiation)

Bethe-HeitlerZ: charge of medium

E: energy of projectile

m: mass of projectile (assume charge of projectile to be = 1 e)

-dE/dx ~ Z2 E / m2 at energies < 100 GeV only important for electrons

me/mµ = 1/200 (dE/dx)e / (dE/dx)µ = 1/40000

-dE/dx ~ E i.e. exponential form of energy loss

( E = E0 exp(-x/X0) ; -dE/dx = E0 /X0 )

radiation length X0: path length on which the electron is slowed down to

1/e of its initial energy by bremsstrahlung

e
e

γ

183

Z1/3
+ 1

8
ln

Z(Z+1.3) E

16 π3 ε 0
3 m2 c4 h

~
dE

dx
-

Bremsstrahlung :Bremsstrahlung :
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NPE, Lect. 10-11, J Knapp, Physics and Astronomy, U of Leeds

X0 = from Bethe-Heitler formula
716 g/cm2 A

Z(Z+1.3) (ln 183/Z1/3 +1/8)

X0 = from fit to experiment
716.4 g/cm2 A

Z(Z+1.0) (ln 287/Z1/2)
(precise within 5% for H

and 2.5% for all other elements)

X0 is characteristic length for a radiation process

for small electron energies: loss by ionisation is dominant,

for large energies: loss by bremsstrahlung is dominant

critical energy Ecrit: both loss rates are equal

dividing line between ionisation and radiation regime

depends on form of ionisation and radiation loss

Ecrit ≈ 610 MeV/(Z+1.24) in solids and liquids (± 2.2%)

Ecrit ≈ 710 MeV/(Z+0.92) in gases (± 4%)

E
crit

for muons: analogue definition (but much higher energies)

E
crit

≈ 6224 GeV/(Z+2.05)0.876 in solids and liquids (± 4%)

E
crit

≈ 7788 GeV/(Z+2.01)0.888 in gases (± 1.4%)

(for electrons)

from experiments

(on 1 X0, typically one bremsstrahlungs photon is emitted)

104x higher than for e-
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Critical Energy as Function of Z of the Material

e µ

 28
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Elem. Z X0 Ecrit,e Ecrit,µ dE/dx

(g/cm2) (cm) (MeV) (GeV) (MeV/gcm-1)

H 1 61.28 865 370 2927 4.10

He 2 94.32 755 243 2269 1.94

C 6 42.70 18.8 84 1001 1.75

N 7 37.99 47.0 90 1106 1.83

O 8 34.24 30.0 80 1007 1.80

Fe 26 13.84 1.76 22 335 1.45

Pb 82 6.37 0.56 7.3 128 1.12

U 92 6.00 0.32 6.5 116 1.08

*

*

*
*

gases: for density at standard conditions*

Some Values:
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~ 1/Eγ

~ dN/Eγ
. Eγ

Eγ/Ee

dN

0 1

Energy of radiated photons:

dN/Eγ ~ ~ 1/Eγ

i.e. dN/Eγ
. Eγ = const.

Each energy interval receives

on average same amount of energy.

Radiation of photons with up to

full electron energy Ee possible.

catastrophic process !!!

(for ionisation: many, but always small losses,

i.e. continuous process)

total energy loss: sum of ionisation and radiation

-dE/dx = a ln(E) + b E

Z2 a3 h2 c2

me
2 c4 Eγ
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Multiple scattering:

= exp -
dN

dθplane

1

2 π θ0

θplane
2

2
2 θ0

dN

dθspace

1

2 π θ0
2

θspace
2

2
2 θ0

= exp -

x

θ

Multiple scattering:

particles are interacting many times when passing through matter.

each interaction is connected with a small deflection

(the lighter the particle the larger the scattering: largest effect for electrons)

Result: approx. Gaussian distribution of scattering angles

p
θ
0
: width of distribution θ

0
= z x/X0 (1+0.038 ln(x/X0))

distinguish space and plane: θspace ≈ θplane,y + θplane,z
2 2 2

x/X
0

thickness of scattering material in units of X
0

θ
0
~ 1/p small deflections for large momenta

in rad

medium
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low-energy e

0.2 mm

protons

 34
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v

E
kin
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Cherenkov Radiation:

θC

v > cmed.

c
m
ed.

Cherenkov Radiation:

in medium : refractive index n = cvac. / cmed.

If a cchhaarrggeedd particle moves faster than cmed.,

then it emits “Cherenkov light”.

v > cmed. (or β = v/cvac. > cmed./cvac. = 1/n

or n β > 1 )

(similar to bang of supersonic airplane)

emission angle: cos θC = cmed./v = 1/nβ ≤ 1

for v = cmed. + ε : θC ≈ 0

for v = cvac. : θC = cos-1 (1/n)

number of photons:

energy: blue - ultraviolet, ≈ 10 eV,

peak at short wavelengths

energy loss negligible compared to ionisation

applications: θC measures β of particle

Nc measures z2, if θC and λ are known

is important for particle identification

d2Nc

ds dλ
= 2 π α sin2θC

z2

λ2

blue glow in

nucl. reactor
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Nobel Prize A. Einstein 1905:

"particle nature of light"

for waves:

energy of released e- should

grow with intensity since

I ~ E2 and F ~ e E

observed (big surprise):

electron energy depends

only on photon frequency !

This means: light comes in

"energy packets" of Eγ = hν

(i.e. like a particle).

"Quanta" give natural

explanation of experimental

results.

Photoelectric effect:

Eγ = hν > EB

binding energy of electron

for EB « Eγ « me c2 photoeffect from k-shell dominant

strong rise with Z,

decrease with Eγ

Z5

(hν)7/2
e12 me

3/2

192 2π5 ε0
6 c h4

=σk

reaction

probability

("cross section")

electrons from many shells available:

shell structure reflected in reaction probability

The higher the reaction probability,

the smaller the average path length to the next reaction:

λ ~ 1/σ

e

e

γ

Interactions of Photons (γ) with Matter I:

photon is absorbed,

e- is set free with

kin. energy hν - E
B

=7/2 if Eγ < me c2

=1 if Eγ » me c2

 37



NPE, Lect. 10-11, J Knapp, Physics and Astronomy, U of Leeds

Compton effect:
photon is scattered at a "quasi free"

(i.e. loosely bound) electron

photon looses, e- gaines energy

energy change depends on γ scattering angle:

Nobel Prize A.H. Compton 1927:

"for his effect, confirming

the particle nature of light"

e

hνf

e

hνi θ

Interactions of Photons with Matter II:

Δλ λf - λi hν

λi λi me c2
= = (1 - cos θ)

maximum change (i.e. max. electron energy) : θ = 180o

Ee

re
l.
in
te

ns
it
y Compton

effect

photo effect

Compton

edge

Eγ

Electron energy Ee is what

can be measured !

photo effect: (almost) all energy

Compton effect: only part of energy

transferred onto electron

σC ~ ln (Eγ ) / Eγ maximal for Eγ ≈ 0.1 - 1 MeV
 38



ln -
183

Z1/3

2

7

Z2 α3 (hc)2

(me c
2)2

~σpair
28

9

e+e- pair production:

γ e+e-

limit for large energies, i.e. Eγ » mec
2

reaction probability ("cross section")

Eγ > 2 mec
2 = 1.022 MeV

e-

e+

γ

nucleus

Interactions of Photons with Matter III:

photon is absorbed,

e+e- pair is produced
(only possible if a nucleus

takes some momentum)

mean free path λpair ≈ λbrems ≈ X0 same length scale than bremsstrahlung
9

7
9

7
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pair production

γ e+ + e-

 40



EGRET:EGRET: a pair-production γ ray telescope

γ

 41



NPE, Lect. 10-11, J Knapp, Physics and Astronomy, U of Leeds

electromagnetic showers:

bremsstrahlung: e e + γ

pair production: γ e+ + e-
cascade of secondaries

X0

very simple model:

each step doubles particle number until E < Ecrit

then ionisation takes over

N ~ 2t

E ~ E
0
/2t

Nmax ~ E
0
/Ecrit

t = x/X
0

~ = E
0
b

dE

dt

dN

dt

(bt)a-1 e-bt

Γ(a)
~ ta e-bt

typical shower curve (a, b, E
0
are parameters)

width of shower:

cylinder with radius

RM = X0 21 MeV / Ecrit

contains 90% of energy
t0 2010

dN

dt
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NPE, Lect. 10-11, J Knapp, Physics and Astronomy, U of Leeds

E0 = const. x dt
dN

dt

Energy of the primary particle:

from integral over the measured profile

t0 2010

dN

dt

∫

from calibration in the lab.  43
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Absorber plates

 44



ln Eγ

Eγ
σCompton ~

Z2 α3

(me c
2)2

σpair ≈1

Eγ
σphoto ~

Eγ ≤ 0.1 MeV 0.1 MeV ≤ Eγ ≤ 10 MeV Eγ ≥ 10 MeV
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CE
pair

Carbon Lead

 46
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Interactions of Neutrons with Matter

Neutrons are neutral ....

i.e. they can penetrate a lot of matter easily

they have to interact to be detected

- collision creating a charged recoil particle that ionises

highest energy transfer, if mtarget ≈ mneutron

best for H (i.e. protons) as targets

(or H-rich materials: Methane, Carbo-Hydrates, ...)

- neutron capture: e.g. n + 10B 11B α + 7Li + γ

with detection of the reaction products.

high n-capture

cross section
t ≈ 10-12 sec

1.47 MeV 0.48 MeV

0.84 MeV
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Some neutron capture cross sections:

Oxygen 0.00019 barn

Carbon 0.0035

....

Boron 767

Cadmium 2450

Samarium 5922

Gadolinium 49000

 48
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charged particles:

all charged particles ionise ! (most common/important process)

charged particles radiate photons:

bremsstrahlung (high energy photons)

Cherenkov effect (low energy photons)

photons: are not directly detectable !

always need to produce electrons,

which are detectable (see above).

photo effect (< 0.1 MeV)

Compton effect ( 0.1 ... 10 MeV)

pair production (> 10 MeV)

electrons + photons: (at high energy, i.e. E > few MeV)

bremsstrahlung + pair production: shower development

neutrons:

collision and recoil, n-capture and decay

Detection of a particle goes ultimately always over electric charge!

( particle multiplication

involved)*

Interactions of Radiation with Matter: SummaryInteractions of Radiation with Matter: Summary

*

*
*

***
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Gamma Rays

:)
:(

point back

easy to detect

some absorption

… by far most productive messenger at high energies.
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γ Ray Sources

 51

How to detect a γ ray source in the sky?

Cosmic rays come diffusely from everywhere.

γ rays come straight from their sources 

(i.e. point-like)

Search for an excess from a certain point in the sky
above the diffuse background.



γ Rays:

pick them out of the CR background
point back at sources

< 100 GeV:  direct observations on satellites
γ via direct identification

> 100 GeV:  indirect obs. via air showers
γ via shower shape, muon content

or via localised excess of events
from certain sky positions

 52



Altitude Gamma-Ray Detectors



Historic Development

Many slides and historic information from talks by: 
    R Mirzoyan (HESS Centenary Meeting, Bad Saarow, 2012)

      S Sarkar (School for Cosmic Ray Astrophysics, Erice, 2012)



Historic Timeline – Part 1

1910:  E Curie observes bluish light in water with Radium salt

1912:   V Hess discovers Cosmic Rays
1912:  CTR Wilson invents the cloud chamber

1934:  P Cherenkov’s brilliant experimental work
to explain the bluish light (Cherenkov effect)

1938: P Auger discovers air showers   (CR energies up to 1015 eV
 a total mystery at the time)

many discoveries in particle physics using CRs and
cloud chambers;   interactions,  particle production, ...

1948: E Fermi publishes acceleration theory of cosmic rays
(... and if protons are accelerated, then there should also be secondary γ rays)

1948: P Blackett recognised that Cherenkov light from relativistic particles
in air showers (e±, µ±) should contribute to the light of night sky (~10-4 ?).

... ingredients ready for gamma-ray astronomy 
with Cherenkov telescopes. 



Air shower arrays were used abundantly for cosmic ray research.
Some were used to look also for point sources (i.e. photons) in the sky.

Initially unsuccessful:    sources claimed, but could not be substantiated
too much diffuse cosmic ray showers.



……………….

Cherenkov light from showers

Galbraith,  Jelley  (Harwell, UK)
record Cherenkov flashes from air showers

garbage can, 60 cm search light mirror, 
1 PMT  (fast light flashes)



Gamma Ray Astronomy

1958: seminal paper by P Morrison

1959: G Cocconi (CERN) suggests to observe the Crab Nebula
(ICRC 1959 Moscow)

1 TeV
Crab Nebula

requires separation
of photons from the 
cosmic ray background



Military surplus of  
–  parabolic search-light mirrors 1-2 m in diameter
–  gun mounts with drive systems

G.T. Zatsepin (from GZK cutoff) asked Chudakov 
to measure the predicted gamma-ray sources.
Crimea:   Chudakov got 12 parabolic mirrors of 1.5 m 
                made measurements for almost 4 years.

Crimea Experiment
1959-1965

only upper limits

Cocconi’s estimate
far too optimistic



First mention of the potential of the stereo imaging

V.I. Zatsepin  1965



Ireland:
Porter &  Jelley 
1962-66



20 m

First imaging 
“stereo” telescopes:
GT-48 in Crimea
1985-89

A Stepanian



First gamma-ray experiment at Whipple Observatory, 
1967-68

Trevor Weekes



1968



10 m Whipple Telescope built in 1968



1970-80‘s: plenty of “discoveries” on 3-4 σ level

A.M. Hillas, University of Leeds:
   “A physicist‘s apparatus gradually learns what is 
    expected of it. It has a dog-like desire to please.“

“Concentration” is a good parameter
(>75% of light is concentrated in 2 pixels)

Plyasheshnikov, Bignami (1985) showed that  
α is a useful parameter

La Jolla, 1985: Hillas suggests to use the 
“Hillas image parameters”

gamma showers are:
slimmer,
more concentrated
oriented towards source



5σ signal in 50 h,
with 159 pixel camera
and Hillas image analysis.

1989:
Detection of the Crab Nebula

9σ significance



1990‘s: sources were seen everywhere, up to 1015 eV

e.g.

...  which could not be confirmed.

Reliable source detection needs  >5σ  significance and 
independent confirmation.



Hegra, La Palma



first successful 

stereo detection of  γ-ray sources

CT1   (3 m diam.)
1992 first signal from 
Crab Nebula

CT2 – CT6:    (4 m diam.) 
5 more telescopes until 1997. 



HEGRA detector, including
6 imaging air Cherenkov telescopes
La Palma    1992 - 2002

CT1

CT4

CT3
CT6



sees Crab
in 30 seconds
1% Crab in 25 h

Four 12-m telescopes,    5o field of view
960 pixels / camera,

…  a major step forward

HESS:  High Energy Stereoscopic System
Namibia: Khomas Highlands

Data taking since 2004



Ingredients ready 1948
Whipple 10-m telescope built 1968

Crab Nebula PWN 1989 Whipple
Markarian 421 HBL 1992 Whipple
Markarian 501 HBL 1996 Whipple
3C66A IBL 1998 Crimea
1ES 2344+514 HBL 1998 Whipple
PKS 2155-304   HBL 1999 Durham Mark 6
1ES 1959+650  HBL 1999 Telescope Array

RX J1713.7-3946  Shell 2000  Cangaroo
Cas A Shell 2001 HEGRA
Bl Lac IBL 2001 Crimea
H 1426+428 HBL 2002 Whipple
TeV J2032+4130 UNID 2002 HEGRA
M87 FR1 2003 HEGRA
Galactic Centre UNID 2004 Cangaroo

... 16 new sources 2005  

... 17 new sources 2006  

HESS started
observations

~1
0 

ye
ar

s

~5
 y

ea
rs

first detection

~40 ye
ars

Historic Timeline – Part 2



p, He, ... Fe
π±

π0

µ± + νµ

e± + νe+ νµ

γγ

Cosmic rays,  gamma rays and neutrinos
come likely from the same sources

difficult  

to detect
only charged particles 

can be accelerated in 

el.mag. fields

react
ions 

with fields, 

gas
, dust

 74

e

easy to detect

γ,ν 
point back to sources
     (good for astronomy)
but serious backgrounds

γ

but gamma rays are currently 
the most “productive” messengers.

“multi-messenger astrophysics”



e

Cosmic 
electron 

accelerators

Synchrotron 
radiation

Inverse Compton 
upscattering

e

CMB, IR, VIS

Radio Infrared Visible light X-rays VHE gamma rays

Gamma Ray Production

Energy flux/Decade 
       E2 F(E)

B

synchrotron inverse Compton

Cosmic  
proton 

accelerators

p

gas

π0
π0 production
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Experiment Types

Air shower arrays
Imaging Cherenkov telescopes



Altitude Gamma-Ray Detectors



Argo
RPCs full coverage

gamma sources

4200 m.a.s.l.



Tibet AS Gamma 4200 m.a.s.l.



Milagro       2650 m.a.s.l.


	 	 	 	 	 New Mexico

80 m x 60 m water pond


8 m deep.


Detect shower particles via 

Cherenkov light in water


PMTs in 2 layers for 


el.mag. and muons.

look for excess:


gamma sources


2π  sky view



poor  γ- hadron separation  
   via muon content or particle pattern at ground 

γ sources detected by excess counts 
from certain directions 

sources:    Moon, Sun shadow 
    Crab nebula 
    few strong γ sources



Moon Shadow ...  calibration of direction reconstruction

Tibet ASγ Argo

E ≈ TeV



Heliotail Geminga 

Significance (σ’s) Milagro
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Tibet

15.0	σ	and	12.7	σ				frac.onal	excess:	≈	5x10-4
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...  or sample the light pool 

and measure the lateral distribution 

good, calorimetric  

energy measurement



Hegra, Airobicc 
La Palma

scintillator array 
Muon detectors 
Cherenkov counter



HAWC:  high-altitude water Cherenkov detector



1991 - 2000

20 MeV - 30 GeV
1 -30 MeV

20 - 600 keV

0.05 - 10 MeV

271 gamma sources (>100 MeV)
26Al sky map
2000 GRBs



≈ 1 m2 2.5 sr
LAT: 10 MeV - 300 GeV 

Fermi Satellite
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2008 - …

LAT:     10 MeV - 300 GeV

BGO:       ….

GBM:  10 keV-1 MeV

> 5000 sources     50 MeV - 1 TeV

> 5000 GRBs



Fermi - LAT

pair-conversion telescope with:

precision trackers
18 layers tungsten converters
and x, y silicon strip detectors. 

calorimeter
96 CsI(Tl) crystals in an 
8 layer hodoscope (depth: 8.6 X0)

4x4 modules covered by 
anti-coincidence shield

≈ 1 m2 2.5 sr
near-perfect rejection of 
charged primaries

γ

e+e—

large angle
telescope
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Cherenkov light

air shower

Fast charged particle in air shower
produce Cherenkov light. 
(forward emission)

“Photograph” shower with an
imaging telescope.

Reconstruct identity (γ, p, ...) and energy

of primary  and direction to source.

only in dark nights
(10% duty cycle)

need good knowledge 
of atmosphere

Cherenkov Telescopes 
most sensitive instruments
for gamma ray astronomy. 

<100 GeV  ....   >300 TeV
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Image the shower, 
distinguish protons and photons from the shape of the images.

.... very successful technique

also possible to identify   e-  and Fe
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“shower shape” 

”excess of events”
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γ Proton Iron
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large effective 
detector area
≈105 m2

Photon
≈1 m2

Detection
principle
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stereo observation:
good determination
of direction

!99



MAGIC  camera

image analysis:
form and orientation
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e.g.   HESS Observatory      (28-m Telescope added in 2012)
  Namibia:  0.5 km2

   5 imaging Cherenkov telescopes

TeV-Gamma rays

(E ≈ 1011–1014 eV)
28 m

12 m
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HESS

MAGICVERITAS

Current imaging
Cherenkov telescopes
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